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Are you still using a manual toothbrush to brush your teeth? That is so last century! Time to make the
change to electronic toothbrush. lt is not just any electronic toothbrush: you must try the BP iBright
sonic toothbrush with the cutling edge wavelength light therapy technology that manages oral health

belter.
Dentistry clinical studies prove that BP iBright helps prevent and treat gingivitis, strengthen gums and make
teeth whiter. Thanks to the revolutionary technology behind this electronic toothbrush that uses red and blue
light modes that work in synergy to clean and heal teeth and gums, which has never been done before until

now
This is how it works:

Studies have shown thai the red and blue lighis have specific
properties. Red light hastens healing and has anti-inf lammatory etfect
which is excellent for treating gingivitis and soothing gums. Blue light
on the other hand, has been scientifically proven to whiten teeth and
kill bacteria. When red and blue lights are used in a dual light mode,
the combination of these two colours emits a purple lighi which
produces the benefits of both. ln other words, the purple light will
whiten, clean teeth, heal and soothe gums!
The best toothbrush head for removing plaque and debris from the teeth is one with soft bristles and a small
head. This is recommended by most dental professionals. The BP iBright toothbrush head uses microfibre
brush which is soft and replaceable. lt helps to loosen and remove plaque by vibrating at 12,000 - 24,000
BPM, without causing harm to the tooth surface. The design of the small head also helps to reach all areas of
the oral cavity, especially the hard-to-reach back teeth. This powerful toothbrush is very light and comes with
a micro USB charging port. lt is easy to pack and can be used anywhere and anytime!
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Shop at https://bit.lyl2LdGcpw
Enjoy RM50 discount by using "Firefly" code at checkout, subject to
terms and conditions.
Discount Code expires on 31"1October 2018
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